Joint source-channel coding systems using scalable source codes and forward error correction allow reliable transmission of nultimedia data over noisy channels. The performance of such systems highly depends on the source-channel bit allocation strategy. Kate-bascd error protection schemes. which maximize the expected source rate are very attractive for real-time applications because the optimization can he done very quickly and is independent ofthe source. In real-world colmunication, channel conditions are varying in time. Thus, it is important to frequently update the error protection. For two slilte-of-the-art joint sourcechannel coding systems, we show that a channel inisniatch can lead to a poor perfomiance. Wa study theoretically and experimentally the dependency of a rate-based optimal pmtection on the cha~uiel statistics and provide an efficient strategy for adjmsting the error protection when a channel mismatch occurs.
INTRODUCTION
Scalable image and video coders are vely attractive for multimedia conununication because they allow progressive decoding and simple rate adaptation. However. the source hitstream is lughly sensitive to channel errors, thus a mbust error control system is needed. One of the best forward error correction (FEC) based systems for the trammission of scalable bitstreams over a binary symmehic chauiel (BSC) was pr~posed by Sherwood and Z e p r [I] . The system uses a concatenation of a cyclic redundancy check (CRC) and a rate-compatible punctured convolutional (RCPC) coders to protect the SPlHT [2] code. Error propagation is avoided by ~top-ping the decuding when the %st e m r is detected. For inlage transmission over packet erasure chaimels, a n efficient FEC-based appmach is to partition the source code into layers of decreasing inipartance and to protect them with increasingly weaker RecdSolomon codes 13, 41.
lfthe channel statistics are known, the protection strategy canbe optinlizrd by minimizing the expected distortioii or by maximizing the expected received source rate [S, 61. Rate optimization is very desirable for real-time applications because an optimal swategy cmi be quickly computed [S, 7 . R, 91. and it is independent of both the source coder and the image. Thus. it can be detemiined by the decoder, which avoids the need for sending side infomiation.
In many popular networks. including the Intemet and wireless channels. channel conditions are rapidly varying in time. Therefore a protection scheme that was designed for one cllailnel conditinn is often used for a direrent one. We study the sensitivity of the above source-cllaimel coding systems to channel fluctuations.
WO Cmt show that a sinall change in the cl-~el statistics can lead to a collapse ofthe systems if the error protection swategy is not updated. Then we answer the following impart" questions: How does a rate-optlmal protection scheme change when the chmnel conditions change? Can one dctermine the sniallest variation of the channel statistics that requires a c h i g e of an optimal pmtection strategy?
TRANSMISSION OVER BSC
We consider a joint source-channel coding system fbr a BSC 
(2)
The following proposition explains how 10 update a i optimal EPS when the DER of the BSC changes. The proof ofthe proposition is given in tlie appendix. Tbc result ofthe proposition was expected since one should generally use a strwger protection when the DER increascs. l'he proposition can he extencled in a stmightfow:ml way to the case where the BER decreases.
An Important consequence ofthe proposition is that we expect an increase of the BER to he more harmful than a decrease ol~the BER. lodesd. U I an embedded bitstrenm. the bits have decrensIng importance. Thus. compared to a BER decrease, a BER increase will generally leave more sensitive packets with a wrong protection. Therefore. in sihiations where on-line estimations of the channel statistics %e not possible. it is recommendcd 10 design the system lor the highest possible BER.
Because 
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Ar. the smallest increase of BEK that causes a change of the eoptimal EPS. c m be computed as follows.
Algorithm 1 U. ci w, q the n b n e iiolations:
1. Set 11 = k orld rqo = TI. 
I . S e t
where P( J;, e) is the probability that at least JL packets iue received if the packet erasure rate is e. We call an RS protection that maximizes (4) . an e-optinid RSpmlectioii. hi 191. we show that a n e-optunal RS pmtection is given by the q u a l error protection l'he algorithm has a great practical importance because once Ae is known. onc need not update thc optimal EPS for all BER increases that are smaller than A€. The algorithm can easily be adjusted tu the case where the BBR decreases.
Let el and e2 he two packet erasure rates such that el > e*. Sunilarly to (2) . we assume that for 0 5 i < j < N
P(i. e r ) -P(i, el) 2 &>ea) -P ( j , e~) .

(6)
The following proposition. whose proof is given in the appendix. explauis how m optimal protection changes wheii the chamel conditions change. The resnlt ofthis proposition was also cxpected. Indeed. when the packet erasure rate increases. tlie optimal protection should bc stronper. By analogy with Algorithm 1. we can easily derive fi-om Proposition 2 a method h r computing tlie smallest increase of the packet erasure rate for which the optimal RS protection changes. Due to the lack of spacc we do not give tlie pseudocode of the algorithm. but we present its results in the next section.
EXPERIMENTAL RFSULTS
In all experiments. we used the SPIHT coder [2] Table I . Smallest BER increase h c that changes the optimal EPS.
was L = 512 hits. The decoder was based on a list Viterbi algorithm. Figure I compares the expected peak-signal-to-noise ratio (PSNR) of a 0.1 and 0.12-optimal EPSs for various transmission rates. Note that at BER = 0.12 and transmission rate 1 hpp. the 0.12-optmlalEPS outperfurmedthe 0.l-optimal EPS hymore than 2 dBs. Thus. using the 0.1-optimal EPS at BER = 0.12 caused a significant perfonnance loss. On the other hand3 at BER = 0.1, the 0.12-optimal EPS showed a small performance loss compared to the 0.luptimal EPS. This is i n accordance witli the remark after Proposition 1 that worse results are expected when the BER increases. Figure 2 shows the pcrbrmancr of a 0.05-optimal EPS at transmissionrate 1 hppwhentlieBERwasvariedfrom0.01 to0.12. For BERs higher than 0.05. the expected received source rate rapidly decreased. reaching zero for the highest BERs.
Tahle 1 shows for some BERs t. the sniallest increase that caused a change ofthe optimal EPS. For each r, E R, we modeled i J ( r ; , t) as a third order polynomial of e and used Algoritllm I to coinpute &. We obtained sinilar results for other BERs. 'The next experiments are for packet erasure channels. Figure 3 compares the perfonnance of a 0. I2 and 0.1-optimal RS protection when the packet erasure rate was 0.12. Figure 4 sliows tlie performance of a 0.05-optimal RS protection as a functioii oSthe packet erasure rate. The results show that a channel mismatch can have a fatal e l l k t on the performance of the system.
Figuurr 5 shows the smallest increasc of tlie erasure rate that changed the optinial RS protection at traiisinission rate 0.146 hpp. The packet loss probahility function was modeled as an exponentially decreasing function ofthe iiuniber of lost packets (4. 91.
We also studied the sensitivity of a distortion-optimal pmtection for packet erasure channels. In coutrast to the BSC case. the performance of a distortiouuptinial solution can be much better than that o f a rateqtiinal solution [9]. When the erasure rate varied. the distortion-optimal solution changed inore Crequently tliaii a rateuptirnal one. However, by updating a distortion-optimal pmtection only when the rate-optimal one changed. the quality loss did not exceed 0.01 dB in expected PSNR. 'Thus. the behavior of a rate-optimal solutioii was a good indication for that 01.4 distortionoptimal protection.
CONCLUSION
We studied the influence of channel changes on optimal e m r protectinn of two popular joint source-channel ccrliug systems. 
to.
SiniilarIy3 because ( f q , . . . , f,) is e'-optimal. wc have
Thus. if f q < f v , (6) gives ' I ; > 0, which contradicts (10). 
, Rrk**apllrlilr that the proposed techniques are also applicnble to scalable video transmission. Future work may be the extension oftlie results to &stortion-bascd optimal protection 16. 9). 
which. can he rewritten (see Suppose first that i 5 t K (see the notation after Pmposition I ).
'nien the IeA-lie~d side of (9) is nonnegative. But s ,~-( > rf-;
gives 71(7.;-i.e') -P(s,v-i.E') < 0
